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In 1972, on Mudas Summers' seventeenth birthday, her beloved Mama, Ella, is found hanging from the
rafters of their home. Most people in Peckinpaw, Kentucky, assume that Ella's no-good husband did the
deed. Others think Ella grew tired of his abuse and did it herself. Muddy is determined to find out for sure
either way, especially once she finds strange papers hidden amongst her mama's possessions.

But Peckinpaw keeps its secrets buried deep. Muddy's almost-more-than-friend, Bobby Marshall, knows that
better than most. Though he passes for white, one of his ancestors was Frannie Crow, a slave hanged a
century ago on nearby Hark Hill Plantation. Adorning the town square is a seat built from Frannie's gallows.
A tribute, a relic--and a caution--it's known as Liar's Bench. Now, the answers Muddy seeks soon lead back
to Hark Hill, to hatred and corruption that have echoed through the years--and lies she must be brave enough
to confront at last.

Kim Michele Richardson's lush, beautifully written debut is set against a Southern backdrop passing uneasily
from bigotry and brutality to hope. With its compelling mystery and complex yet relatable heroine, Liar's
Bench is a story of first love, raw courage, and truths that won't be denied.
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From reader reviews:

Philip Kirkpatrick:

The book Liar's Bench give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable considerably more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting strain or having big
problem with your subject. If you can make studying a book Liar's Bench for being your habit, you can get
more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects.
You could know everything if you like start and read a reserve Liar's Bench. Kinds of book are several. It
means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Alma Miranda:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they're still students or the item for all people
in the world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has different personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pushed someone or
something that they don't need do that. You must know how great along with important the book Liar's
Bench. All type of book would you see on many options. You can look for the internet sources or other
social media.

Tracy Rojas:

This Liar's Bench tend to be reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The main reason
of this Liar's Bench can be among the great books you must have is usually giving you more than just simple
looking at food but feed you actually with information that possibly will shock your prior knowledge. This
book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions in e-book and printed
versions. Beside that this Liar's Bench giving you an enormous of experience like rich vocabulary, giving
you test of critical thinking that could it useful in your day action. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.

Carrie Francis:

The actual book Liar's Bench has a lot details on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research prior to write
this book. This book very easy to read you can find the point easily after reading this article book.
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